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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2023 Keystone RV Passport GT 2704RK, Keystone Passport GT travel trailer
2704RK highlights: Rear Kitchen Fireplace Front Private Bedroom Curo Cabinet
Outside Kitchen ? This travel trailer is decked out in comforts! The rear kitchen
has everything you need to prepare your best home cooked meals including a
raised countertop with trash can storage. Enjoy your meals at the U-shaped
dinette or switch it out for the optional free standing dinette. Relax in the theater
seats or optional tri-fold sofa sleeper across from the entertainment center with
storage, a TV, and a fireplace for a cozy evening indoors. Get a good night's rest
on the queen bed in the front private bedroom and keep your clothes looking their
best with the closet and wardrobes on either side of the bed. You even have an
outside kitchen to grill some juicy burgers on the pull-out cooktop while watching
the others play a game of cornhole! ? Each one of these Keystone RV Passport
GT travel trailers offer grand style and multi-functional features! They have best-
in-class storage for big things like paddle boards and small things like sleeping
bags. There's no need for cordless drills and bending over to put the jacks down,
simply push a button and the power stabilizer jacks do the rest. The one piece
polypropylene underbelly protects your units vitals in all weather conditions.
Exclusive to Keystone is the Tru-fit slide construction and the Hyper Deck flooring
which is more resilient, stronger and lighter than the traditional laminated wood
construction, plus it resists water and water damage. In-floor heating ducts help
to heat the unit with the 30,000 BTU furnace and the color-coded unified wiring
makes it easier to see where they connect to. Come find the one that best fits
your needs today!
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21127791
VIN Number: 35184-21127791
Condition: New
Length: 31
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Sturtevant, Wisconsin, United States
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